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English 

In English this half term, there will be a huge focus on 

Reading in preparation for our SATs. We will be practicing 

reading comprehension skills and how to make inferences 

about a text which is a key area in which the children will be 

tested on in their SATs in May. As well as reading in school 

every day, we will be expecting the children to read at home 

at least 4 nights a week as this will really give them an 

advantage in tackling those tricky reading SAT questions.   

In writing, we will be using our class reader ‘When Darwin 

sailed the sea’, as stimuli to create fictional texts linked to 

his famous discovery. Alongside this, there will be a huge 

focus on spelling, grammar and punctuation activities.  

History: WW2 
Our History topic this half term is World War 2. The 

children will use their research skills to find out when 

and why WW2 began and ended and what life was like 

for an evacuee. We will look at significant events that 

happened during WW2 such as The Blitz. We will also 

look into the lives of prominent figures during the 6 

years of the war to find out who they are and why they 

are remembered.  

Our class reader, ‘Goodnight Mr Tom’ will really help 

the children to empathise with the experience of 

people during the war.  

 

ICT:  

Computer Science: Understanding Variables 

Throughout our ICT topic, we will design, write 

and debug programs that accomplish specific 

goals, including controlling or simulating 

physical systems; solve problems by 

decomposing them into smaller parts. 

Use sequence, selection, and repetition in 
programs; work with variables and various 

forms of input and output. 
use logical reasoning to explain how some 

simple algorithms work and to detect and 

correct errors in algorithms and programs 
Science 

Our Science topic this half term will focus on Evolution. 

The children will learn about the theory of Evolution, 

looking at fossils and how animals and humans have 

adapted over time. They will research Charles Darwin 

and present their findings. Children will also learn 

about genetic inheritance and how our skeleton is 

suited to our lives. 

Art 
This half term, we will be studying the shelter 

drawings of famous artist Henry Moore. The 

children will practice drawing shapes, figures and 

compositions and then create models using 

different materials inspired by the works of Henry 

Moore. The children will also experiment with 

Modroc. They will create a final piece using Modroc 

and considering the artist’s work. 

Music 

Ukuleles - We will be singing in a 

round and developing confidence 

playing with 1st, 2nd and 3rd finger.  

R.E/PSHE 
Throughout our RE topic this half term, we 

will be focusing on the Qur’an. Children 

will be exploring the importance of the 

Qur’an to Muslims, understanding what it 

teaches about God and their own beliefs 

about God. Children will look at ways in 

which Muslims learn about the Qur’an and 

how their behaviour is influenced by its 

teachings. 

PE 

Swimming is 

every 

Wednesday 

Remember your bottles of water and reading at home should 

be done at least 4 times a week. Homework will be given out 

on Monday and due in the following Friday. 
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Maths 

We will continue studying fractions in Maths this 

term and linking them to decimals and percentages. 

The children will be solving many problems and 

puzzles to apply these skills and will revise written 

methods, applying them to all areas of the subject. 

We will also be completing weekly arithmetic and 

reasoning tests.  

As always, times tables will be a big focus – these are 

important basic skills that will help in other areas of 

Maths. Children will also be extending their 

knowledge of multiplying decimals within this work. 

 


